
N
othing enhances an Italian 

holiday like a local legend. From 

Lake Como's evasive water

monster, Lariosauro and the 

half-bull-half-man of Rome's Colosseum 

to my new favourite; a haunting bridge 

built by the devil nine centuries ago in the 

province of Lucca, Tuscany. 

Lucca is one of Tuscany's prettiest walled 

cities, with two millennia of history housed 

within 4km of beautifully maintained 

ramparts topped, these days, with verdant 

parklands, shady walkways and bike 

trails. Lucca is an ideal base for exploring 

central and northern Tuscany. For the city 

that birthed illustrious composers such 

as Giacomo Puccini, music remains at its 

essence with opera, classical, pop and folk 

tunes ringing through the winding streets 
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and piazzas every evening. 

Just north of the ancient city, I'd like 

to say I'm fanging like Fisichella in my 

Fiat (ten times quick) as we follow the 

Serchio River upstream, bur the truth is 

I am, by choice, in a non-descripr taxi 

for an opportunity to practise the lingo 

with a local, driver Pino. Coiling through 

ancient forest, skilfully avoiding lycra-shiny 

cyclists, we reach Tuscany's Garfagnana 

Valley within 25 minutes. Here dwells an 

underwhelming medieval village, Borgo a 

Mozzano, with an overwhelming tale to tell. 

This is traditional Italian countryside: 

high on isolation and striking scenery, 

low on stifling crowds. Clear lakes and 

rivers produce revered seafood. Porcini 

mushrooms flavoured by lush chestnut 

forests grow in abundance, some of which 

I cooked and devoured yesterday in a 

Tuscan cooking class. 

Just before Borgo a Mozzano is 

the pride of the valley, Ponte della 

Maddalena, better known as Ponte del 

Diavolo or, in English, Devil's Bridge. The 

striking multi-arched mule-back structure 

is the uncontested highlight of the drive. 

Like all good legends, there are variations 

and the information-booth attendant 

proudly offered her version: 

The bridge was built in c.1100 under 

order of Contessa Matilde of Canossa. 

During construction, complications arose 

due to the unusual asymmetric design. 

Delays ensued and pressure on the 

builder was mounting. He was as plagued 

with stress as the rats swarming the 

riverbank. Only a supernatural force could 




